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CEO

e2Value is a full-service application development and technology provider that offers products to assist with
asset valuation. Its tools can be used for collateral asset valuation, risk management and predictive
modeling. e2Value’s softwares helps deliver valuations for residential, commercial and farm and ranch
properties in the US and Canada.
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www.e2value.com
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WhenFresh specialises in UK residential property data, combining property data assets with data science
capabilities and flexible API delivery. WhenFresh is part-owned by CLS, a leading MGA of ERGO (Munich Re), and
provides data and related solutions to banks, home insurers, the Bank of England, Twenty7Tec, fintechs such as
MQube and insurtechs such as Uinsure and Hiro.
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Convex is a specialty insurer and reinsurer focused on complex risks, claims and underwriting across a wide range
of business. It offers risk solutions for marine, equine, aerospace, casualty, crisis management, energy, property,
accident and health and political risk and credit. It was founded in 2019, so has no legacy systems.

@ConvexIn
Li: Convex Insurance
www.convexin.com
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Anthony Siggers Archipelago is a risk data platform helping large commercial property owners manage their data, assess
Co-founder and their risks, and efficiently connect to their insurers. Archipelago’s platform digitises risk, enriches data,
Chief Product and connects risk managers, brokers, and insurers during renewals.
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Zurich is a multi-line insurer that serves customers in global and local markets. It provides a wide range of
property and casualty and life insurance products in more than 215 countries and territories. Zurich’s customers
include individuals, small businesses, mid-sized and large companies, as well as multinational corporations.
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Previsico are surface water flood forecasting specialists enabling people and organisations to minimise the impact
Jonathan Jackson
of flooding. Backed by Foresight Group and underpinned by two decades of research at Loughborough University,
CEO
Previsico’s world leading solution is used by insurers, businesses and government to reduce their losses.
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SafeGraph is a global geospatial data company that offers data on any place in the world. Customers like Esri,
Jay Gentry
Tripadvisor, Mapbox, and Sysco use SafeGraph data to better understand their customers, create new products,
Head of Insurance
and make better decisions for their business.
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Bob Frady
VP, HazardHub

HazardHub provides data to assist insurers in the US assessing the perils that could impact properties that they
are underwriting, and it is now part of Guidewire. Over 400 insurers, from new ventures to the larger and more
complex insurers, run on Guidewire. Guidewire’s marketplace provides hundreds of applications that accelerate

@Guidewire_PandC
Li: Guidewire Software

integration, localisation, and innovation.
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www.guidewire.com
InsTech London Member
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Intelligent AI delivers its Intelligent Risk Underwriting Platform with AI, data analytics and location intelligence
solutions to predict and mitigate global risk and bring clarity to insurers’ portfolios. The company uses AI
document reading, satellite image analysis and Digital Twins. Intelligent AI has worked with the Lloyd’s Lab on
validating the use of Digital Twins in commercial property insurance, and has recently won the ACORD Global
Innovation Challenge.

@IntelligentAIUK
Li: Intelligent AI Limited
www.intelligentai.co.uk
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Allphins is a data analytics and technology platform, primarily intended for reinsurers. The initial focus
has been on allowing (re)insurers to manage energy-related exposures both offshore, onshore and for
renewables. It is now offering services in other classes of risk including political, credit, terror and cyber. Allphins
was part of the Lloyd's Lab cohort 3.
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SHOUT
OUTS

5 startups or insurance innovators to present their initiatives in front of the InsTech London audience. Each for 60
seconds. Get your notes ready.
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Interested in speaking? Email hello@instech.london

Continuing Professional Development
InsTech London is accredited by The Chartered Insurance Institute (CII).
By attending an InsTech London live event, you can claim up to 1.5 CPD hours towards the CII member CPD scheme.
Let us know you attended the event by emailing cpd@instech.london and if your organisation is a member of InsTech London, you will receive a quarterly summary of the CPD
hours you have earned.
For CPD purposes, the Learning Objectives for this event are:
Recognise certain types of property data and analytics that can really add value for insurers
●
Understand how data and analytics can significantly increase the accuracy of property underwriting
●
Compare how some existing solutions, both emerging and well-established, are already benefiting insurers
●

Please take a minute to fill in this short CPD feedback form and let us know what you thought of this event.

